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GREEN CRETAN ALL INCLUSIVE 

GENERAL HOTELS’ DESCRIPTIONS 

 

Welcome to our Luxury Hotels in Crete Greece! On beautiful locations on the beach, either 

alone or with company, with family or on business, enjoying the cosmopolitan environment or 
nature’s harmony, at Creta Maris Beach Resort you will find the ideal destination for your 

dream holiday. 

 

Creta Maris Beach Resort 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: 

Hersonissos, Crete Greece 
Tel. +30 28970 27000 

Fax. +30 28970 22130 
Email: sales@maris.gr  

Reservations: reserv@maris.gr 

URL : www.maris.gr  

mailto:sales@maris.gr
mailto:reserv@maris.gr
http://www.maris.gr/
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Overview 

Creta Maris Beach Resort, just 24km from the Heraklion International Airport is close to the 

fishing village of Hersonissos, a long sweeping bay of sandy beach and crystal clear water.  

 

Creta Maris Beach Resort, a small village with quaint twisting paths, small piazzas filled with 

the scents and colours of a wide variety of trees and flowers, is a unique combination of 

Aegean Architecture and luxurious facilities. At Creta Maris Beach Resort, the choices for fun, 

entertainment, sport activities, water-sports, but also relaxation, exercising and beauty are 

endless. The combination of traditional architecture and luxury facilities, our experienced 

personnel, who is there to materialize every need and requirement, and Cretan hospitality, 

make Creta Maris Beach Resort the ideal destination for those who seek the “small details”, 

which make the difference for perfect holidays and events. 

 

Recreation & Health 

 

Thalassotherapy and Spa as well as the Fitness Center, at Creta Maris Beach Resort offer the 

unique opportunity to benefit from the rich elements of the sea, naturally relax, feel your 

body and soul restored, and have fun! The hotel also offers sport activities (tennis, mini golf, 

volley, etc), and is 7 km close to the Crete Golf Club.  

 

Dinning 

Enjoy the 5 a la cart restaurants: Cosmos Restaurant, consisting of separate sections offering 

a wide range of different cuisines; Cochlias atmospheric water front restaurant, with set 

menu, live music, and special events; Limoncello, a quiet restaurant by the old chapel, 

overviewing the pool of Terra building with Fine Italian cuisine; Pithos, the real traditional 

Cretan style tavern, overlooking Chersonissos village and Estia Restaurant, serving Greek 

delicacies from the ancient years up to todays’ recipes 

 

Features 

Conference and Banqueting facilities, Chapel, 6 outdoor swimming pools, 7 children’s 

swimming pools, 2 indoor swimming pools, Asterias Mini Club, Beauty & Hair Salon, Mini 

market, Doctor on call, Helipad, Bowling, Disco, Games room, car rental, Parking. 

 

New photographs of our hotel can be downloaded through the link below: 

http://www.maris.gr/media/Creta-Maris-2011-Photos.zip 
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